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Connecting Community and Curriculum
“The community curriculum…is a way to recover the idea of community in its fullest sense.” (Alexander, 2010:275)
In March 2020 the UK ‘locked down’ in the face of a global pandemic and, for primary schools
across the country, face-to-face teaching and learning came to a juddering halt. Walking along a
village or city street on our strictly-once-a-day exercises, leads us past windows dressed with children’s art: it feels as though primary schools have temporarily been turned inside out and their exuberant, colourful corridors now stretch the length of the world. One unexpected and positive response to this unprecedented situation has been the refocusing of attention back to our own homes
and neighbourhoods, reminding us of the importance and values of being part of a community.
More clearly than ever before, we can appreciate why our communities matter to our lives and futures. How can we build on this connection with our communities as part of curriculum design? A
good starting point is to discover more about the local people and places served by our schools
which will help us to identify new threads of ideas for weaving together in our own unique community curriculum.

Researching your community (for individual reflection and staff/community use)
The question grid below can be used to outline what is known about different aspects of your
local community and to pinpoint where further information would be helpful (further questions
that you feel are important to the community your school serves can be added). Pupils, parents
and community partners can be enlisted to help you to answer these questions and, later on,
they could be invited to come together to talk about the answers and to think about how your
school’s curriculum can become more closely connected with the community’s priorities and
future.

What we know

Aspect of the community

What we need to find out
more about

Who lives here?

What do people do for a living?
What do people enjoy doing for
relaxation and fun?
Are there special cultural, historical or sporting features of
this community?
Is this a safe and healthy place
to live?
Which faiths are represented in
this community?
What kinds of support do children and families need in this
particular community?
What makes this community
and place unique?
Where do children play and
socialise outside school?
What opportunities are there for
out-of-school learning (e.g.
green spaces, libraries, museums,etc)?
How is learning valued and celebrated in this community?
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